Figure S2: Methods for goodness-of fit tests
In multistate modeling, a GOF test exists for the Jolly Move Model (JMV) but no GOF
test is available for mixture of recapture and recoveries. We therefore decided to
examine separately GOF tests of the live recaptures and of the dead recoveries as
described by Duriez et al. (2009). The GOF test for multi-state data is divided into two
main components that examine different departures from assumptions. The 3GSR
and 3GSM tests compare the fates of newly marked and previously marked
individuals ("transience effect"). The last two components (the M.ITECT and MLTEC
tests) examine whether individuals observed at time t have a different probability of
being caught at time t+1 ("trap effect") (Pradel et al. 2005). Only two of its four
original main components remain: TEST M.ITEC that will detect an excess of
immediate recoveries (i.e. in the season following ringing) and TEST MLTEC that will
detect an excess of recoveries concentrated in some later seasons.
Because these GOF tests were run for recaptures and recoveries separately, it was
not possible to obtain a global GOF test for the complete data set. Consequently, we
could not calculate an overdispersion coefficient c (the ratio of the χ2 statistic to its
number of degrees of freedom), classically used to account for the lack-of-fit by
correcting model selection criteria (Burnham & Anderson 2002).
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